$25,000 and above
Alameda County Sherriff’s Office
City of Berkeley
Enterprise
MUFG Union Bank
The Home Depot Foundation
Wells Fargo Housing Foundation

$10,000 - $24,999
Bank of the West
D&H Construction
Northern California Carpenters Regional Council
U.S. Bank

$5,000 - $9,999
Branagh, Inc.
Fine Line Construction
J.H. Fitzmaurice, Inc.
Rick Judd and Linda Agerter
Mechanics Bank
Nibbi Brothers General Contractors
Richard Shapiro and Patricia Sakai

$2,500 - $4,999
Autotemp Services
BBI Construction
Community Economics
EDesignC, Inc.
HKIT Architects
Lindquist Von Husen & Joyce LLP
Kava Massih Architects
Anne Phillips Architecture
Rockridge Geotechnical
The John Stewart Company

$1,000 - $2,499
AmOne Corporation
Applied Materials & Engineering, Inc.
David Baker Architects
Bank of America
Beneficial State Bank
Bonnewit Development Services
Bullard Construction, Inc.
Cahill Contractors, Inc.
Enterprise Community Investment
Farella Braun + Martel LLP
Breann Gala
Gelfand Partners Architects
GLI Advisors
Gubb & Barshay LLP
Artise Hardy
Hill and Company
IDA Structural Engineers, Inc.
Jones Hall
Janet and Jim Kennedy
Mithun │Solomon
Propel Insurance Company
PYATOK architecture + urban design
Remy Moose Manley, LLP
James E. Roberts-Obayashi Corporation
Toby and Richard Sawislak
SGPA Architecture and Planning
Silicon Valley Bank
Jodi Smith
Sun Light & Power
Van Meter Williams Pollack
Wells Fargo

* Member of RCD’s Community Builders Circle of donors who contributed $250 or more to the Annual Campaign

▲ Sponsor of RCD’s Sparking Connections Get Up, Stand Up!
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July 2017 – June 2018
* Member of RCD’s Community Builders Circle of donors who contributed $250 or more to the Annual Campaign

$500-$999
Anonymous *
California Housing Partnership Corporation ▲
Helen Dunlap Consulting ▲
Flynn, Shojinaga & Associates, Inc. ▲
Housing Trust Silicon Valley ▲
IDA Structural Engineers ▲
Kister, Savio & Rei ▲
LifeLong Medical Care ▲
Millenium Design & Consulting ▲
Mosaic Urban Development ▲
New Resource Bank ▲
Okamoto Saijo Architecture ▲
Pahl & McCoy ▲
Precision General Commercial Contractors ▲
RedStone Equity Partners ▲
RES Engineers, Inc. ▲
Marian Wolfe and Scott Scheffler *
Armando Vasquez Architecture & CM ▲

$250-$499
Abey, Arnold Associates ▲
Alternative Technologies ▲
Basis Architecture & Consulting ▲
Bay Area LISC ▲
Beyond Efficiency, Inc. ▲
Bowen Electric ▲
Lauren Brewer Development Services ▲
Center for Elders’ Independence ▲
David G. Chavez ▲
Contra Costa Interfaith Housing ▲
Megan Davidson
East Bay Housing Organizations ▲
Jack Gardner and Candy Rupp *
Dianna Garrett *
Nick Griffin and Amie Fishman *
Dan and Kristen Hardy
Amy Hiestand *
Henry Hilken and Cynthia Allman *
Jetagan Security ▲
Carla Javits and Margaret Cecchetti *
Frank and C.C.Kelly *
Cynthia Kroll and Arden Hall *
Lowney Architecture
Luk & Associates ▲
Linda and Paul Mackey *
Neil Mayer
Supervisor Nate Miley, Alameda Co. Dist 4 ▲
PGA Design ▲
Shauna Porteus and Maria Chang *
Dan Rossi and Robin Miller *
Dan Sawislak and Sally Hindman
Karen Sawislak *
Mark Schlientz
Seifel Consulting *
Nan Siegel
Dianne and Bruce Spaulding *
Stuart Stoller and Novella Smith *
Tomasi Salyer Martin ▲
Wilson Ihrig
Elizabeth Yost *

▲ Sponsor of RCD’s Sparking Connections Get Up, Stand Up!
Under $250

Deni Adaniya and Kevin Connolly
AmazonSmile
Heidi Andrews
Scott Barshay
BKF Engineers Surveyors Planners
Michele and Jason Blackwell
Carolyn Bookhart
Alexis Burck
HoYan and Michael Cabot
Carlisle Macy, Inc.
Castle Management
Anthony Cataldo
Curtis Caton
Clarke & Soffa
Ashley Coates
Constance Cole
Monique Cook
Jed D’Abravanel
Elaine deColigny
Rev. Sophia DeWitt
Annette Diniz
Liz Eckstein and Thom Sullivan
Zachary Franklin
Linda Gardner
Amy Garlin
Kattye Giles
Michael Gliksohn
Cort Gross
Gunkel Architecture
Conn and Anne Hallinan
Fred and Susan Holmes
Janet Howley
Cathy Hwang
Teruki Ito
Bonnie and Lee Jameson

Kahn Mortimer Associates
Zohreh Khodabandelu
Olivia King
Jay Koslofsky
Bill and Ana Lau
Office of Congresswoman Barbara Lee
Cathy Lenfestey
Sudhir Manandhar
Richard Mandel
Tommie Mayfield
Steve McElroy
Kate McKein and Eric Schwartz
Dana and Jim Moran
Judy Nakadegawa
Phil Neville
Newport Realty Advisors
Eric Nyman
Peter and Winnie Poon
Niels Povlsen
Trice Roberts
Marc Sapir
Bob Schutt
Jessica Sheldon
Susan Shelton
Tily Shue
Judy Simmons
Theresa Smith
Jessica Stevenson
Patrick Tabuchi
Dolores Taller
Evelina Teng and Frank Hsiaota Lu
Courtney Welch
Vanna Whitney
Joel and Lenore Wineberg
Ann Woodward Consulting LLC

* Member of RCD’s Community Builders Circle of donors who contributed $250 or more to the Annual Campaign

▲ Sponsor of RCD’s Sparking Connections Get Up, Stand Up!